
CAMPAIGN, PRICING & WEB
ANALYTICS

Industry Challenges

Staying ahead of the competition while also understanding your clients is nearly challenging. A minor
lag could cost you your market position or consumers. The ability to interpret and use data offered by
consumers, rivals, and partners is critical to every successful organization.

Problem Statement

To provide insights into identifying the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of profitable campaigns
based on purchase trends and customer behavior. 

Our Solution

Algoscale started with a campaign analysis to determine the success rate of the various price
promotion campaigns using KPIs like cart abandon rates, repeat order rates and comparisons
against a historic baseline.
A Weekend Traffic Analysis was performed to find the rate of customer conversions based on
website traffic to both websites on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
Competitors’ site crawling, regular competitive price tracking, and campaign tracking were
done to facilitate quick response to major industry events, price moves, and competitive price
benchmarking.

Campaign

Web Analytics aids in the
comprehension of campaign
performance, sources and
mediums employed. The ROI of
campaigns can be calculated
and optimized with the data
obtained.

Conversions

A business can detect any
flaws on the site or on
specific pages of the site
that are causing customers
to drop out of the funnel
and fix the flaw to improve
the conversions 

An integrated approach to
analytics can help the
organization focus on a
common set of objectives
and turn data into a
competitive advantage.

Competitors

Learn how Algoscale provided a
client insights into identifying the
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
of profitable campaigns based on
purchase trends and customer
behavior



WE DATA
Algoscale is a Data consulting company covering data engineering, applied AI, data science, & product
engineering. Established in 2014, we have helped wide range of organizations from start-ups to
Fortune 100 companies ingest and store enormous amounts of raw data in order to translate it into
actionable insights for better decision-making and faster business value. 
To know more, visit: https://algoscale.com/

Our solution provided insights into customer purchase journeys for determining
customer lifecycles, as well as competitive pricing models for developing price
strategies.
With our analysis, the client was able to determine KPIs that aided in the identification
and execution of successful campaign initiatives.
Targeted discounts helped in increasing the weekend conversion rate by 12%.

Technology

Tech Stack

Business Impact

Case Study: Campaign, Pricing & Web Analytics

Client
A US-based digital
printing company
with a revenue of
$100+ million that
specializes in creating
products primarily for
outdoor advertising &
wall decor. 

Challenge
It's nearly impossible to
stay ahead of the
competition while also
knowing your
customers. A slight
slowdown could cost
you customers or
market share.

Our solution
Our solution provided
the client with insights
into identifying the Key
Performance Indicators
(KPIs) by running
campaign analysis,
weekend traffic analysis
and crawling competitor
sites.

Our solution provided
insights into customer
purchase journeys for
determining customer
lifecycles, as well as
competitive pricing
models for developing
price strategies.

Business Impact
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A Weekend Traffic Analysis
was performed

Competitors’ site crawling,
regular competitive price
tracking, and campaign

tracking were done

Did a campaign analysis to
determine the success rate of
the various price promotion

campaigns using KPIs 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/algoscale
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkVO3npNHQLYZMaTrzJ2Gwg
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbFQyc3djMVliUGNvRUlyNFFWZDhJSkl3OEhnd3xBQ3Jtc0ttS0hTT1ZIaWdaSzVIUUhjYWFoTkpGVlVTc3hRdHVOQ0dWN0d5ODJ6NTJ4WHdiQVZ0aS1NT29hUzFQbC1ZbUNsRXROY09iOUozMDZjb3V4dC1rcnNIZkNYeTk2Vkl2MlZneVFZOHdsMDJzYmk0ZEExaw&q=https%3A%2F%2Falgoscale.com%2F

